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Abstract—Multi-path components pose both a challenge and an
opportunity in high-frequency wireless communication, especially
in environments with complex propagation conditions. In this
paper, we derive a clustering algorithm to be applied directly
to the measurements of indoor THz propagation. We show
that such method does not require preprocessing to identify
the peaks of multi-path components, but rather extract the
time range of clustered multipath components in measurements.
Ray-tracing experiments are performed together with classic
clustering methods to validate our solution on the corresponding
measurements. Our solution facilitates the identification of both
clusters and multi-path components directly on measurements
without the need to reconstruct scenario in ray-tracing to identify
the sources of specular components.

Index Terms—Clustering techniques, THz, channel modelling

I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

Many channel models assume that wireless propagation hap-
pens through a finite number of multipath component (MPC)s,
each representing a plane wave travelling along a different
path. Each MPC is characterized by its complex amplitude,
delay, direction of arrival and departure. For the purpose of
channel modeling, MPCs that exhibit similar characteristics
are grouped into a cluster. In this context, different machine
learning techniques have been exploited to identify clusters.

In [1], authors presented KPowerMeans, a variant of the
popular K-means algorithm which uses power-distance [2]
to compute clusters centroids. The same algorithm was used
in [3] and [4] for the identification of multipath clusters at
mmWave and THz frequencies. Li et al. [5] collected channel
measurements at THz frequencies and applied the DBSCAN
algorithm [6] to identify the multipath clusters. Chen et al.
[7] exploited THz channel measurements and ray tracing
simulations for clustering and matching of MPCs. First, the
MPCs observed in real measurements are clustered using the
DBSCAN algorithm. Then, the identified clusters are matched
with those observed in a ray tracing simulator based on the
MPC distance (MCD) metric. In [8], authors proposed a clus-
tering algorithm that identifies independent clusters based on
kernel power density. In [9], a novel clustering approach based
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on Fuzzy-c-means is presented. In [10], authors proposed
a new clustering algorithm based on the Kurtosis Measure
and the region competition algorithm [11], an optimization
technique originally developed for image segmentation. In
[12], clustering is treated as a sparsity-based optimization
problem which exploits the physical property of MPCs, whose
power decreases exponentially with respect to delay.

In this paper, we present a novel data generating process
to convert THz measurement data to data points to be pro-
cessed by widely-used clustering algorithms (K-means, KPow-
erMeans, DBSCAN). The time ranges of similar MPCs are
obtained through postprocessing of clustering results. We val-
idate our solution by comparing the outcome with clustering
results of the MPCs identified by ray-tracing platform, where
the propagation environment is reconstructed. Our solution
facilitates the utilization of MPCs in propagation environments
where accurate ray-tracing is not available.

II. CLUSTERING METHOD

A. Background

The measurement is performed in an industrial scenario
where the transmitting antenna pointing towards a receiving
antenna placed inside of a machine. For each transmitter
and receiver location, we obtained measurement data of the
following format:

H ⊂ CK×P×I×J×M×N

Denotation of the dimensions are explained in Table I.
The scanning angles of transmission and receiving antenna,

together with frequency band and bandwidth is shown in Table
Table II. Note that the direction of the receiving antenna is
turned on the horizontal plane to receive reflected signals from
all directions of the machine.

For both measurement data and simulation in ray-tracing,
we limit the tracked time range to 33.7 nanoseconds so that
we focus on rays with propagation distance shorter than 10
meters.

B. Algorithm of Direct Clustering

In Algorithm 1, we show the preprocessing flow and cluster-
ing steps of identifying time segments of each MPC based on
measurement data. For identifying with Euclidean distance, the



TABLE I
VARIABLES, PARAMETERS AND ACRONYMS USED IN ALGORITHMS AND

EXPERIMENTS

K Measured time steps
P Number of polarization pairs of transmitter and receiver
I, J,M,N Number of transmitter azimuth/elevation angles and receiver

azimuth/elevation angles
x Identified cluster of MPCs
H Measurement data
α∗ ∗ ∈ {TA, TE,RA,RE}, the corresponding angles of

signals in ray-tracing experiments

TABLE II
MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS

Parameter Values

Frequency 300.7 GHz - 306.9 GHz
Bandwidth 6.2 GHz
Tx Azimuth TA {−15◦, 0◦, 15◦}
Tx Elevation TE {−30◦,−15◦, 0◦}
Rx Azimuth RA {−180◦,−165◦, . . . , 165◦}
Rx Elevation RE {−45◦ − 30◦, . . . , 45◦}

angular information of obtained signals are obtained from Al-
gorithm 2, which tries to limit the number of angular features
while guaranteeing the continuity of angles. Specifically, when
sampled angles in TA,TE,RA,RE are distinguishable by
either the sine or cosine value, the corresponding trigonometric
values are added to the angular features. Otherwise, both of the
trigonometric values are added. This is to avoid confusion of
angles that are symmetric along x(/y) axis thus having same
sine(/cosine) values but are distinguishable by cosine(/sine)
values. Furthermore, the physical proximity of 359◦ to 0◦ are
also guaranteed.

Apart from Euclidean distance, power-distance, as firstly
introduced in [2], is also widely-applied distance when mea-
suring the difference of MPCs. When applied in clustering
algorithm, the characteristics of scaling the angular distance
based on the power of the point implies that the clustering
center should be close to the point with the greatest power,
Note that the power in the power-distance can be defined as
proportional to the square of the amplitude of the signal, or
the shifted decibel values where all of the power is guaranteed
to be non-negative.

For the clustering methodology, we compare the represen-
tative method of centroid models (K-means [13]) and density
models (DBSCAN [6]).

C. Clustering with Ray-Tracing

The same environment is reconstructed by performing
ray-tracing in Sionna [14]. Tracked rays limited within the
range of the scanning angles in Table II are shown in
Figure 1. Given the highly accurate 3D information of the
environment available, we can obtain accurate angle infor-
mation from ray-tracing. Therefore, for Euclidean methods,
the points to be clustered are configured as (p, t,θ). For
power-distance, the points to be clustered are configured as
(p, t, αTA, αTE , αRA, αRE).

Algorithm 1 Cluster On Measurements
Input: CK×P×I×J×M×N , pid, TA,TE,RA,RE Measure-

ment data of the required format, selected polarization
index, lists of transmitter’s azimuth and elevation angles
and receiver’s azimuth and elevation angles

Preprocessing
for Euclidean distance
l← ∅
for i, j, m, n ∈ [I]× [J ]× [M ]× [N ] do

θ ← GetAngles(TA,TE,RA,RE, i, j,m, n)
for t ∈ K do
pt ← H[t][pid][i][j][m][n]
pf ← H[t][pid][i][j][m][n]

- H[t− 1][pid][i][j][m][n]
pb ← H[t][pid][i][j][m][n]

- H[t+ 1][pid][i][j][m][n]
if ¬(pf == 0 and pb == 0 and pt == 0) then
l← l ∪ {(t,θ, pf , pb, pt)}

end if
end for

end for

for power distance
l← ∅
for i, j, m, n ∈ [I]× [J ]× [M ]× [N ] do

for t ∈ K do
pt ← H[t][pid][i][j][m][n]
pf ← H[t][pid][i][j][m][n]

- H[t− 1][pid][i][j][m][n]
pb ← H[t][pid][i][j][m][n]

- H[t+ 1][pid][i][j][m][n]
if ¬(pf == 0 and pb == 0 and pt == 0) then
l← l ∪ {(pt, t,TA[i],TE[j],RA[m],RE[n])}

end if
end for

end for

Clustering
1: get l from measurement preprocessing
2: if Euclidean distance then
3: l← Scaling(l)
4: else if Power distance then
5: if Use decibel values for power then
6: PdB ← {log v[0],∀v ∈ l}
7: pmin ← minPdB

8: v[0]← log v[0]− pmin,∀v ∈ l
9: end if

10: choose time scaling factor
11: end if
12: choose centroid model or density model
13: perform clustering, get cx∀x ∈ l

Identifying MPCs’ Time Range
1: for t ∈ K do
2: xt ← {x′},∀x′ with x′[1] == t
3: if |xt ≥ 1| then
4: ct ← mode({cx, x ∈ xt})
5: else
6: ct ← −1
7: end if
8: end for
9: return c = ⟨ct⟩, ∀t ∈ K



Algorithm 2 GetAngles

Input: TA,TE,RA,RE, i, j,m, n lists of transmitter’s az-
imuth and elevation angles and receiver’s azimuth and
elevation angles, index of the corresponding sampled angle
θ ← ∅
for L ∈ {TA,TE,RA,RE} do
k ← the corresponding index for the list
if cos(x) ≥ 0,∀x ∈ L or cos(x) ≤ 0,∀x ∈ L then

θ ← θ ∪ {sinL[k]}
else if sin(x) ≥ 0,∀x ∈ L or sin(x) ≤ 0,∀x ∈ L then
θ ← θ ∪ {cosL[k]}

else
θ ← θ ∪ {cosL[k], sinL[k]}

end if
end for
return θ

Fig. 1. Ray-tracing result

III. EXPERIMENTS

Scaling factors of features for clustering and hyperparameter
settings of different clustering methods are shown in Table III.
We perform parameter searching for k in K(Power)Means and
e in DBSCAN and pick the most representative results.

A. Comparison of Results

1) Ray Tracing vs Measurement: We firstly validate the
rays computed by ray-tracing simulation in Figure 2. Ac-
cording to Figure 2(a), the LOS and S2 peaks are accurately

TABLE III
SCALING FACTORS AND HYPER-PARAMETER SETTINGS IN CLUSTERING

Name Value

Scaling

pt, pf , pb in dB 0.2
t 2.48 · 109
θ 8.0

ζ for scaling time
component in power dist. 5

Hyper-
parameter

DBSCAN e for Euclidean dist. {2.0, 2.5, 3.0}
e for power dist. {0.08, 0.01, 0.013}

K(Power)-
Means k {3, 4, 5, 6, 7}
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(a) Ray-tracing MPCs in scatters marked from r0 to r6. Peaks in measurements
are marked by LOS and S1-S6
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(b) Ray-tracing MPCs are reconstructed into power-delay profile

Fig. 2. Comparing Measurement with ray-tracing results.

identified in ray tracing (r0 and r3), The S4 and S5 peaks
in measurements are also identified with good timing, but
with offset on power (r5 and r6 in ray-tracing). r1 is possibly
not present because it is a reflection at the edge of the
machine according to ray-tracing. A light mismatch between
measurement and simulation may cause this ray to be missing
in measurement. Similarly, the mismatch between r2 and S1 is
possibly due to the inaccurate modelling the of the cylindrical
milling head. In general, we confirm that the ray-tracing
experiment performed is a good match of the measurement.

2) Clustering on Ray-Tracing Points: We firstly perform
clustering on all of the points of ray-tracing result (without
angular selection) and then observe r0 to r6 from them. We
obtain clusters as {(r0, r1), (r2, r3), (r4, r5, r6)}.

If clustering algorithm is solely performed on points r0 to
r6, we obtain identical result. As we increase the number
of clusters in K-means or decrease the distance threshold in
DBSCAN, r4 is firstly separated from r5, r6 to form a single-
point cluster. r2 and r3 are separated if we change the hyper-
parameters further.

3) Direct Clustering: We show the clustered time steps
of measurements in Figure 3. After observing the reflective
surface and manually identifying the time range of each MPC,
we compare the clustering results of different method in
Table IV. For each MPC / MPC-cluster, an evaluation time
range Rev is defined around the center of the peaks. Out of
the time steps in this range, we identify the true range of MPC
(clusters): Rtrue. The results given by Algorithm 1: Rp are
then used for evaluation. The accuracy is then computed as:

acc. =
|Rtrue ∩Rp|+ |(Rev −Rtrue) ∩ (Rev −Rp)|

|Rev|
We notice that all of the methods successfully separates line

of sight component, single-refection components (S1-S3), and
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Fig. 3. Clustered power-delay profile of different clustering methods directly applied on Measurement

TABLE IV
CLUSTERING ACCURACY OF TIME STEPS OF DIFFERENT CLUSTERING METHODS DIRECTLY APPLIED ON MEASUREMENT

Distance
type

Euclidean distance power distance, τ = 5

Methods K-means
(k=3)

K-means
(k=7)

DBSCAN,
dth = 3

KPowerMeans
(k=7)

DBSCAN,
dth = 0.01

MPCs

Line of sight 0.95 0.76 0.95 0.86 0.71

Single bounce
reflection

S1
0.86

0.92 0.95 0.70 0.81S2 1.00
S3 1.00 0.91 0.83

High-order
reflection

S4
0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.91S5

S6

multi-reflection (S4-S6) components, which corresponds to the
clustering results of ray tracing points in Section III-A2. The
difference between the results of the methods lies in whether
the MPCs of single-reflection are clustered together, where
the separation of these MPCs are dependent on the hyper-
parameters of clustering algorithm, e.g. the setting of total
cluster number k in K-means and KPowerMeans. However,
the multi-refelction points (S4-S6) are not separated even if
the hyperparameters are set to allow more precise clustering,
e.g. setting k = 7 which is the total number of peaks in
measurements. As the power of the MPCs in multi-reflection
are much lower than the others, the point distance between S4-
S6 are likely to be smaller than their distance to other MPCs,
especially when power plays an important role e.g. in power
distance. The inability to discern low-power MPCs is tolerable
because they play a less important role than other MPCs in
communication applications due to the high signal-noise ratio.
Note that such clustering technique is especially useful for
THz band. Due to the sparsity of channels on THz frequency,
the peaks in power-delay profiles are well separated and

therefore suitable to be applied with our solution. In terms of
the usage of Euclidean distance or power distance, we compare
Figure 3 (a)-(c) with Figure 3 (d)-(e), and find that the methods
using Euclidean distance perform better by segmenting peaks
clearly while the power-distance-based methods tend to yield
small fractions for signals of single bound reflection.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced a novel workflow for clustering
MPCs directly from channel sounding measurements. The
clustering results are validated by comparing the measure-
ment data with ray-tracing results where the propagation
environment is reconstructed. Through our algorithm, the
signal segments with similar propagation characteristics are
identified directly without processing measurements to identify
the peaks of each MPC. The results can be directly utilized
by communication applications, and are especially useful when
it is hard to reconstruct the propagating environment in ray-
tracing platforms.
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